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The Daily Eagle Email Edition for Friday, September 1, 2017  
HEADLINES 
Provost Search Open Forum 
Please join us Wednesday, September 6, from 3:30 – 4:30 pm in the Liberal Arts Building, McCue 
Auditorium. We welcome your thoughts. [Read the complete story] 
CSEA Contract Payments 
CSEA Contract Payments [Read the complete story] 
 
ATHLETICS/SPORTS 
Three Golden Eagle teams in action opening weekend 
Field hockey and cross country both open their season on Friday, September 1, when cross country 
hosts the Brockport invitational. On Sunday, September 3, women's tennis hosts Elmira. 
[Read the complete story] 
 
FACULTY/STAFF NEWS 
Coffee with Colleagues 
There’s no First Friday this month, but there IS a Community Coffee Break! 
[Read the complete story] 
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Coffee with Colleagues 
There’s no First Friday this month, but there IS a Community Coffee Break!  
 
Stop by Tower Lobby next Friday, September 8, between 10 and 11 
am, for a spot of coffee, a bite to eat, and a quick conversation to 
get to know each other better as colleagues. Hosted by the Division 
of Advancement. Look forward to Community Coffee Breaks 
throughout campus, at various dates and times, throughout 2017-18. 
 
 
The Daily Eagle Email Edition for Tuesday, September 5, 2017  
HEADLINES 
Provost Search Open Forum & Survey 
Please join us Wednesday, September 6, from 3:30 – 4:30 pm in the Liberal Arts Building, McCue 
Auditorium. We welcome your thoughts. [Read the complete story] 
 
EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES 
CELT Brown Bag Discussion: Why in the World Should Students Study Abroad? 
Join us Thursday, September 7, 12:30-1:30 pm for this week's Brown Bag Discussion presented by 
Lindsay Lau and Jill Daddario. [Read the complete story] 
Video Lecture/Discussion on Post-Modern Dance Icon Trisha Brown 
Trisha Brown Dance Company alumna and former Company rehearsal director Irene Hultman 
presents a video lecture/discussion Tuesday 9/5, 3:30-4:45 pm in the Hartwell Dance Theater as 
part of a three day teaching residency. The public is invited to attend. [Read the complete story] 
 
CAMPUS NEWS 
Check Out EagleSUCCESS! 
When you get a message from EagleSUCCESS, do you know what to do? Students and instructors, hit 
the link below or Quicklinks and log in today! [Read the complete story] 
Resident Director (RD) Candidate Open Sessions on 9/5 & 9/6 
Campus partners (faculty, staff, and students) are invited and encouraged to attend Resident 
Director (RD) Candidate Open Sessions on 9/5 and 9/6! [Read the complete story] 
Brockport's First-Ever Part-Time Job Festival a Huge Success! 
Thank you to all campus and community partners who participated/attended! 
[Read the complete story] 
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The Daily Eagle Email Edition for Thursday, September 7, 2017  
 
EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES 
Citizen Preparedness Training 
Citizen Preparedness Training is Friday, Sept. 8, 2:30 - 4 pm, Seymour College Union, Rm. 
220. Open to all faculty, staff and students. Registration required at: 
www.brockport.edu/system/quickreg/calendars/index/83 [Read the complete story] 
Erie Canal Interdisciplinary Research Lab Organizational Meeting 
Please join us to lay the groundwork for the "Canal Lab"! At this meeting we will introduce a 
form of experiential faculty-student research dedicated to the Erie Canal. We are eager to 
develop interdisciplinary canal lab projects. Brainstorm with us. [Read the complete story] 
Visit the #17 Fastenal Stock Car this Thursday! 
Students will be able to get their photo taken with Fastenal's stock car and learn more about 
career opportunities with the company. [Read the complete story] 
West Woods Clean up 
Help your local college students clean up the garbage located in West Woods, and get to know 
new people by doing it. [Read the complete story] 
CELT Brown Bag Discussion: “Cross-Disciplinary Best Practices for Inclusive 
Classrooms”  
Join us Friday, September 8, 12:15-1:15 pm for this week's Brown Bag Discussion presented 
by Milo Obourn and Jen Ashton. [Read the complete story] 
Academic Internship Committee Meeting 
The Academic Internship Committee is comprised of 14 faculty/staff from various departments 
on campus. Our goal is to expand and improve internship opportunities for our students. f you 
or someone in your department is interested, please join us! [Read the complete story] 
LBTQIA+ Welcome Back Fall Social for LGBTQIA+ Faculty and Staff 
Monday, September 25 from 4 - 6 pm, Eagle's Lookout [Read the complete story] 
CELT Brown Bag Discussion: Why in the World Should Students Study 
Abroad? 
Join us Thursday, September 7, 12:30-1:30 pm for this week's Brown Bag Discussion presented 
by Lindsay Lau and Jill Daddario. [Read the complete story] 
Provost Search Open Forum & Survey 
Please join us Wednesday, September 6, from 3:30 – 4:30 pm in the Liberal Arts Building, 
McCue Auditorium. We welcome your thoughts. [Read the complete story] 
 
HUMAN RESOURCES 
Civil Service Exam Announcement 
OFFICE ASSISTANT 2 SERIES - PROMOTIONAL EXAM ANNOUNCED 
[Read the complete story] 
Facilitites and Planning Office Assistant 2 Employment Opportunity 
Facilities and Planning OFFICE ASSISTANT 2 Full Time, Contingent Permanent Monday - 
Friday, 8:30 to 4:30 Line #: 46502 [Read the complete story] 
 
CAMPUS NEWS 
Statement by SUNY Chairman H. Carl McCall and Chancellor Kristina M. 
Johnson on Repeal of DACA 
“The Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) program is the American Dream in 
motion. [Read the complete story] 
Daniel Vasile has been appointed as the Chief of University Police 
Please congratulate Dan Vasile on being named as the College’s new Chief of University 
Police. [Read the complete story] 
Teaching Hands-on & Applied Skills Online 
Join us on Friday, September 22, for an Online Teaching & Learning Expo (Teaching Hands-
on & Applied Skills Online), 12:30-2:30 pm, Seymour College Union, Ballroom. (Lunch will 
be provided). [Read the complete story] 
Check Out EagleSUCCESS! 
When you get a message from EagleSUCCESS, do you know what to do? Students and 
instructors, hit the link below or Quicklinks and log in today! [Read the complete story] 
Brockport's First-Ever Part-Time Job Festival a Huge Success! 
Thank you to all campus and community partners who participated/attended! 
[Read the complete story] 
Did You Know? 
There’s a lot more to Parking and Transportation Services (PTS) than you may know. Test your 
knowledge with these fun facts! [Read the complete story] 
 
FACULTY/STAFF NEWS 
Title IX & Clery Training for Faculty, Administrators and Staff 
To ensure that all Title IX reports of sex discrimination, sexual harassment, sexual assaults, 
dating violence, domestic violence and stalking, are immediately investigated and addressed we 
are educating the campus community. [Read the complete story] 
Assistant Professor of Dance, Stevie Oakes, Invited to University of MD as 
Guest Artist in Residence 
Stevie Oakes will participate in a collaborative process with renowned dancer, Adriane Fang. 
In addition to this week of intensive creative research, Oakes will teach master classes to 
students in the School of Theatre Dance and Performance Studies, UMD. 
[Read the complete story] 
Social Work Faculty Publish Elder Abuse Assessment & Evaluation Instrument 
Co-authored by Drs. Jason Dauenhauer and Kristin Heffernan from the Department of Social 
Work, "Preliminary Outcomes from a Community-Based Elder Abuse Risk and Evaluation 
Tool" was recently accepted for publication by the Journal of Applied Gerontology. 
[Read the complete story] 
Town/Gown Survey 
The Town/Gown Committee is requesting your input on a survey that identifies where the 
College’s faculty and staff reside to aid in further discussion as we look to improve the 
community. [Read the complete story] 
 
ATHLETICS/SPORTS 
Men's and Women's Soccer Double Header Tonight! 
Both the men's and women's soccer teams will be in action tonight! The women host St. John 
Fisher College at 4:30 pm with the men's soccer team taking on Alfred University under the 
lights at 7 pm. Come out and show your Golden Eagles some love [Read the complete story] 
Brockport Basketball To Host Skill Development Camp 
The Golden Eagle basketball teams will be hosting a skill development mini camp on October 
8th. The camp will be open to both male and female campers, and will aim to help players 
build and develop the skills needed to become a high-level player. [Read the complete story] 
 
ALUMNI IN THE NEWS 
History alum publishes in Washington Post on North Korea 
Benjamin Young, an alum of the History Department's bachelor's and master's programs, and a 
current PhD student at George Washington University, published in the Washington Post in 
August 2017 on the origins of North Korea's nuclear program [Read the complete story] 
 
The Daily Eagle is emailed Monday through Friday to The College at Brockport Faculty and 
Staff. For today's complete issue on the web, please visit 
http://www.brockport.edu/daily_eagle/  
 
Citizen Preparedness Training 
Citizen Preparedness Training is Friday, Sept. 8, 2:30 - 4 pm, Seymour College Union, Rm. 220. Open to 
all faculty, staff and students. Registration required at: 
www.brockport.edu/system/quickreg/calendars/index/83  
Facilitated by the National Guard, the Citizen Preparedness Training is Fri., Sept. 8, from 2:30 - 4 pm in 
the Seymour College Union, Rm 220. This program provides information on personal preparedness at 
college, home and work. Q & A with campus officials.  
 
LBTQIA+ Welcome Back Fall Social for LGBTQIA+ Faculty and Staff 
Monday, September 25 from 4 - 6 pm, Eagle's Lookout 
 
The LGBTQIA+ Faculty and Staff group is holding a social to welcome 
new members to our campus and to catch up with old and meet 
new colleagues and friends. Please join us for food, drink, informal 
planning, networking and catch - up.  
The event will be held in Eagle's Lookout on Monday, September 25. 
Please come by anytime between 4 and 6 pm.  
This social is hosted and supported by the LGBTQIA+ Faculty/Staff 
Group, BASC, and The Office of Diversity and Inclusion.  
Regular meetings will be held throughout the semester and 
announced via Daily Eagle.  
contact: Milo Obourn, mobourn@brockport.edu  
 
Daniel Vasile has been appointed as the Chief of University Police 
Please congratulate Dan Vasile on being named as the College’s new Chief of University Police. 
Dan has been at the college since 2012, most recently as lieutenant. Prior to this, he was a police officer 
with State University of New York at Alfred and a deputy sheriff in the road patrol division for Livingston 
County. He has also been a police officer for the Village of Mount Morris and the Town of Nunda. Dan 
received a BS in Criminal Justice from Brockport in 2007 and is working on his Master of Public 
Administration degree at the College. 
 
 
The Daily Eagle Email Edition for Friday, September 8, 2017  
HEADLINES 
Rochester Tunnel to Towers 5K Volunteers Needed 
343 (number of firefighters lost in 9/11) volunteers are needed for the Rochester Tunnel to Towers 
remote 5K being held September 9 at Durand Eastman Beach, to line the course with pictures of the 
firefighters lost in 9/11. [Read the complete story] 
 
EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES 
Summer Reading Presenter Series 
Please join us on September 11th at 7 pm in the McCue Auditorium (LAB) for our Summer Reading 
Presenter Series. The upcoming presentation will be a panel format on the theme of Mentorship, 
facilitated by Karen Podsiadly, Director of Community Development. [Read the complete story] 
 
HUMAN RESOURCES 
TIAA Available for Individual Consultations  
Michael Spogli, a TIAA Consultant, will be available for individual consultations on September 14, 
2017. Please see complete story. [Read the complete story] 
 
ATHLETICS/SPORTS 
Busy Weekend for Brockport Athletics, Five Teams in Action 
You can catch all your favorite Golden Eagles in action this weekend: Sept. 9: Field Hockey vs Vassar 
@ 10 Women's Soccer vs Houghton @ 12 Tennis vs Fredonia @ 1 Football vs Ithaca @ 2 Sept. 10 Field 
Hockey vs Stevens @ 10 Men's Soccer vs Ith [Read the complete story] 
 
FACULTY/STAFF NEWS 
Women’s Leadership Network--Brown Bag Event  
This event is a new initiative for the College to provide networking opportunities for women holding 
various leadership positions on campus. [Read the complete story] 
Davida Bloom stars in a one-woman show! 
Come see Davida Bloom, Associate Professor in the Department of Theatre and Music Studies in Wild 
Horses by Allison Gregory. The production is part of the National New Play Network's Rolling World 
Premiere & the Rochester Fringe Festival. [Read the complete story] 
UUP Academics Meeting 
Join us today or Wednesday for a UUP meeting geared towards Academics and issues that are 
affecting faculty members. [Read the complete story] 
 
COMMUNITY SERVICE 
Donations for Hurricane Harvey 
The Public Health and Health Education Department and The College at 
Brockport are teaming up with the Batavia Kohl's to collect donations for 
Hurricane Harvey Victims, from September 7-15. [Read the complete story] 
The Daily Eagle is emailed Monday through Friday to The College at Brockport Faculty and Staff. For 




The Daily Eagle Email Edition for Monday, September 11, 2017  
HEADLINES 
National Weather Service to Declare Brockport "StormReady" During a Ceremony 
this Morning 
Brockport Community invited to 11:30 am ceremony in Eagle's Lookout [Read the complete story] 
 
EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES 
Alumni of the Department of Art Show Their Work 
Trisha Koomen ’04, Christina Laurel ’09, Charity Henderson’10, and Mary Jo Whitman ’11 Are 
Represented [Read the complete story] 
Academic Advisement Workshop Series 
Join us in CELT for the Fall 2017 Academic Advisement Workshop Series. 2:15-3:15 pm on the 
following Tuesdays: Sept. 12, Sept. 19, Oct. 3 and Oct. 10 in Edwards Hall (100B). 
[Read the complete story] 
CELT Special Event: “Getting students help early in the semester” 
Join us Tuesday, Sept. 12, 2:15-3:15 pm, Edwards Hall (100B) for a special advisement workshop 
presented by Deb Birkins and Thomas Chew. [Read the complete story] 
CELT Brown Bag Discussion: "Having It All: Follow Your Passion and Flourish in 
Teaching, Research, and Service"  
Join us Thursday, Sept. 14, 12:30-1:30 pm, Edwards Hall (100B) for this week's Brown Bag Discussion 
presented by Lauren Lieberman. [Read the complete story] 
Fall 2017 Disability Rights and Accessibility Trainings 
Please join us for three free workshops presented by Rochester's Regional Center for Independent 
Living and sponsored by Brockport's Committee on Disability and Access. [Read the complete story] 
 
LIBRARY, INFORMATION & TECHNOLOGY SERVICES 
Updates for Windows 10 Faculty / Staff Computers 
Updates for Mozilla Firefox, Google Chrome, Adobe Flash and Adobe Acrobat were released to 
Windows 10 computers on Saturday September 9th at 2am. Current versions of managed software 
can be found in the Service Now knowledge base. [Read the complete story] 
 
ALUMNI IN THE NEWS 
Priscilla DiVincenzo, RN-BSN graduate, publishes article 
Priscilla DiVincenzo, RN, BSN published an article titled “Team Huddles: A winning strategy for 
safety” in the July issue of Nursing 2017. [Read the complete story] 
 
CAMPUS NEWS 
Teaching Hands-on & Applied Skills Online 
Join us on Friday, Sept. 22, for an Online Teaching & Learning Expo (Teaching Hands-on & Applied 
Skills Online), 12:30-2:30 pm, Seymour College Union, Ballroom. (Lunch will be provided). 
[Read the complete story] 
 
FACULTY/STAFF NEWS 
WMS Students publish sixth volume of Dissenting Voices eJournal 
Dissenting Voices is a faculty-reviewed eJournal featuring the capstone projects of Women and 
Gender Studies Senior Seminar students. [Read the complete story] 
16th Century Elizabethan display at Nazareth College 
James Hanselman, Academic Adviser at Brockport REOC has created a display for Lorette Wilmot 
Library at Nazareth College focusing on Elizabethan dress including several full sized mannequins 
and a full suit of armor. The display is offered thru Sept. 28. [Read the complete story] 
Faculty and Staff of Color Interest Group Meeting  
All Faculty and Staff of Color and Allies are invited to join in our support and networking meeting on 
Thursday, Sept. 14 at noon in Seymour College Union, Room 209. [Read the complete story] 
Dr. Elizabeth Heavey, Professor of Nursing, Publishes Three Articles in Nursing 
2017 
Dr. Heavey published three articles titled "Encouraging New Authors,” “Responding to Reviewers,” 
and “Emerging Infections: Mycoplasma Genitalium” [Read the complete story] 
Carol H. Wade, PhD, and Christian P. Wilkens, EdD in the Department of EHHS, 
published in The High School Journal. 
Using data from the first national study on preparation for college calculus, this article compares 
males’ (n=3,648) and females’ (n=2,033) secondary mathematics instructional experiences to their 
college calculus performance. [Read the complete story] 
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National Weather Service to Declare Brockport "StormReady"  
The National Weather Service will certify The College at Brockport, State University of New 
York, as “StormReady” during an 11:30 am ceremony on Monday, Sept. 11 in the Eagle’s 
Lookout Room in the Tuttle North Athletic Complex (overlooks Eunice Kennedy Shriver 
Stadium). Brockport is just one of 10 colleges and universities across New York State that has 
met a set of rigorous warning reception and dissemination criteria necessary to achieve the 
distinction. To be recognized as StormReady, a community must:  
• Establish a 24-hour warning point and emergency operations center;  
• Have more than one way to receive severe weather forecasts and warnings and to alert the 
public;  
• Create a system that monitors local weather conditions;  
• Promote the importance of public readiness through community seminars;  
• Develop a formal hazardous weather plan, which includes training severe weather spotters and 
holding emergency exercises.  
“StormReady encourages universities to take a proactive approach to improving local hazardous 
weather operations and public awareness,” said Judith Levan, Meteorologist in Charge at the 
Neational Weather Service Weather Forecast Office in Buffalo, N.Y. “StormReady arms 
universities with improved communication and safety skills needed to save lives and property—
before and during the event.”  
Levan says that the United States is the most severe weather prone region of the world, which 
makes being StormReady even more important.  
“This designation is just the latest commitment The College at Brockport has made to emergency 
management and preparedness,” said Frederick Rion, Brockport’s Emergency Manager. “This 
StormReady designation is just one of many initiatives the College is working on to ensure that 
our community is prepared for any event or situation that may arise.”  
September is Emergency Preparedness Month in the United States.  
 
 
Alumni of the Department of Art Show Their Work 
Trisha Koomen ’04, Christina Laurel ’09, Charity Henderson’10, and Mary Jo Whitman ’11 Are 
Represented  
 
"Fracture" by Charity Henderson 
Many former students of the Department of Art are prolific 
in maintaining an active pursuit of the visual arts in their 
lives. The department is honored to present a sampling of 
works by alumni who have developed an extensive record 
of artistic activity over several years. The Department of 
Art Alumni Exhibition will be on display at the Tower 
Fine Arts Center Gallery at The College at Brockport from 
through October 13, 2017. The gallery is located at 180 
Holley Street, Brockport, and the exhibit is free and open 
to the public.  
Aside from being an artist, Trisha Koomen is also a 
registered nurse and is more than thrilled to be part of this 
exhibit during this milestone season. She recalled that “in 
1998 I was so happy when Jennifer Hecker, the then chair of the art department at Brockport, 
accepted me into her sculpture class! At the time, my husband and I were raising our four 
children and I worked part-time as a nurse. I can’t say it’s been easy or a straight path, but being 
a visual, conceptual artist is—I’ve come to realize—the closest I come to being myself. Being 
invited back here to exhibit my work feels like coming home in a way and a wonderful dose of 
encouragement. It’s simply amazing and I’m very grateful!” Most fittingly, Koomen’s sculpture, 
Vessel, constructed with glass medical vials, has been permanently installed in the lobby of 
Lathrop Hall on the Brockport campus, home to the Department of Nursing.  
Christina Laurel arrived on campus as a non-traditional student, wielding a portfolio, “an 
exhibition resumé, and an established style. Or so I thought.” Under the gentle guidance of the 
Department of Art faculty, some of whom were younger than she, Laurel was pushed out of her 
comfort zone “into a world of seemingly endless possibilities… Now, it is with deep pleasure 
that my artwork will be on view. Graduating with my BS in studio art in 2009 was a milestone in 
my life. Exhibiting at my alma mater during the 50th anniversary of the Tower building and of 
the Department of Art is an honor.” Laurel currently resides in Liberty, SC. She has participated 
in a variety of artist residencies including Virginia Center for the Arts and at Paducah (KY) Arts. 
Her mission is “to create an ‘exhale’ moment; an oasis that offers a respite and refuge from our 
daily sensory overload.”  
Aside from her undergraduate work at Brockport, Charity Henderson has also studied painting in 
France and Italy. She also received her MFA in painting at the University of Massachusetts-
Dartmouth. She has consistently maintained a focus on the figure, particularly portraits. Her 
current body of work utilizes a process of layering, involving alternating sheets of translucent 
and opaque drawing surfaces. She has shown her work in New York City; Boston; Washington, 
DC; and throughout the United States. Henderson is an active member of the Salmagundi Club, 
the renowned artists’ club based in NYC.  
Mary Jo Whitman is a freelance artist, who serves as the director of the Roz Steiner Gallery at 
Genesee Community College. She is also a member of the Board of Directors for GO Art!, the 
Genesee-Orleans Regional Arts Council. She has also participated in juried competitions, group 
exhibitions, and student shows. She also teaches students at her own art and photography studio 

















WMS Students publish sixth volume of Dissenting Voices eJournal 
Dissenting Voices is a faculty-reviewed eJournal featuring the capstone projects of Women and 
Gender Studies Senior Seminar students. 
 
Cover Image, Dissenting Voices v6 
The Women and Gender Studies (WMS) Program is proud to 
announce publication of the sixth volume of Dissenting Voices 
(DV), a faculty-reviewed journal featuring the capstone projects of 
Women and Gender Studies Senior Seminar students.  
Dissenting Voices volume six is the largest volume to date, 
representing ten authors who write across a wide span of topics 
important to the Women and Gender Studies discipline. Readers are 
invited to discover how WMS student authors carry out their 
commitment to inclusive community building and feminist activism 
boldly envisioned and initiated by the founders of Dissenting 
Voices.  
Volume six can be accessed via the link displayed below.  
Editor-in-Chief Barbara LeSavoy envisioned Dissenting Voices as a women and gender studies 
publication that would bring to light undergraduate creative agency realized on the cusp of 
feminist knowledge. Her senior seminar undergraduates continue to be inspired by that vision. 
DV6 features a unique cover portrait that is a photographic composite of one identity 
characteristic of each person in the WMS 421 Senior Seminar course. The abstract painting of 
vivid colors that frames the portrait represents the brilliant minds that have intertwined to create 
this volume. The use of different colors represents each student's diverse background, that when 
put together, becomes radiant. The hand print placed on the chest represents their extension to 
others and prompts readers to join the WMS students in the fight for social justice. The journal's 
back cover displays images of knuckles with the word “feminist” written in calligraphy, 
positioned to leave readers with something other than a blank ending. This photographic 
composite is meant to create a new face of dissent. The cover design is by Mel Brown, WMS '18. 
Calligraphy is by Sara Connor, SOC, WMS '16.  
WMS graduate Maggie Rosen was the Copy Editor for this volume, contributing over 100 hours 
to ensure each article met APA format. Managing Editor Pat Maxwell guided implementation 
and publication. Editorial Board members are Tristan S. Bridges, Barbara Mitrano, and Milo 
Obourn.  
Digital Commons @Brockport is an online collection of scholarly and creative works produced 
by the faculty, staff, and students of The College at Brockport. This digital repository is a service 
of Drake Memorial Library and Library, Information, & Technology Services. 
 
 
The Daily Eagle Email Edition for Tuesday, September 12, 2017  
EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES 
SAVE THE DATE: Wed., Oct. 25, 7 pm in Union Ballroom, ADP Lecture, Crazy LOVE: 
Surviving Relationship/Domestic Violence 
Leslie Morgan Steiner is an expert on violence against women and author of Crazy Love: A Memoir. 
She will be sharing her story of courage in her lecture, Crazy Love: Surviving Relationship/Domestic 
Violence. [Read the complete story] 
Register for the 17th Annual Diversity Conference 
Students, faculty, staff, and the community are invited to this year’s Diversity Conference. We 
welcome two keynote speakers, a full day of educational presentations, and much more! 
[Read the complete story] 
Lifelong Learning Lecure: Natural and Human Causes of Climate Change: What 
Scientists Know and How They Know It 
Join us on Thursday, September 28, 6-7 pm in the McCue Auditorium as Dr. James Haynes discusses 
the impact of natural forces and modern human civilization on the earth's climate. 
[Read the complete story] 
Second Racial Justice Training for Faculty and Staff 
Upon request, the Professional Development Committee of the PCDI will hold a second "Racial 
Justice: Creating Space for Change" for faculty and staff this semester. [Read the complete story] 
Summer Reading Presenter Series 
Please join us on September 19th at 7 pm in the McCue Auditorium (LAB) for our Summer Reading 
Presenter Series. The upcoming presentation by Dr. Althea Tate will address the theme of 
Persistence. [Read the complete story] 
 
ATHLETICS/SPORTS 
Brockport Basketball to Host Skill Development Camp 
The Golden Eagle basketball teams will be hosting a skill development mini camp on October 8. The 
camp will be open to both male and female campers, and will aim to help players build and develop 
the skills needed to become a high-level player. [Read the complete story] 
 
ALUMNI IN THE NEWS 
History Alum Publishes in Washington Post on North Korea 
Benjamin Young, an alum of the Department of History's bachelor's and master's programs and a 
current PhD student at George Washington University, published in the Washington Post in August 
2017 on the origins of North Korea's nuclear program. [Read the complete story] 
 
FACULTY/STAFF NEWS 
Claire Goverts elected to North East Association for Institutional Research Steering 
Committee 
Claire Goverts was elected to the North East Association for Institutional Research Steering 
Committee, leadership term starting November 2017. [Read the complete story] 
Environmental Science and Ecology Faculty Publishes Peer-Reviewed Arcticle 
Dr. Jacques Rinchard, Associate Professor in the Department of Environmental Science and Biology, 
and Robert Pattridge (former graduate student) coauthored a peer-reviewed paper in the Journal of 
Great Lakes Research. [Read the complete story] 
"Structure of Us" Art and Dance Faculty Collaboration at Fringe Festival 
Kitty Hubbard, Associate Professor in the Department of Art, and Tammy Carrasco, Assistant 
Professor in the Department of Dance, are presenting a site specific interdisciplinary 
performance/installation at Rochester Fringe Festival this coming weekend. 
[Read the complete story] 
 
HUMAN RESOURCES 
CSEA Contract Retroactive Pay Increases to be paid on 10/4/17 
CSEA Contract Retroactive Pay Increases to be paid on 10/4/17. Tax changes will be accepted. 
[Read the complete story] 
TIAA Available for Individual Consultations  
Michael Spogli, a TIAA Consultant, will be available for individual consultations for dates in October. 
Please see complete story. [Read the complete story] 
The newest phase of SUNY Self-Service is here! Have you tried NYS Payroll Online?  
The self-service portal from the NYS Office of the State Comptroller (OSC) is now available - NYS 
Payroll Online! This service reduces the amount of paper generated from a biweekly payroll and 
offers additional services for you to utilize. [Read the complete story] 
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Subject: Daily Eagle Email Edition Sept. 13, 2017
Date: Wednesday, September 13, 2017 7:00:15 AM
The Daily Eagle Email Edition for Wednesday, September 13, 2017
HEADLINES
Town/Gown Survey
The Town/Gown Committee is requesting your input on a survey that identifies where the College’s
faculty and staff reside to aid in further discussion as we look to improve the community. [Read the
complete story]
CAMPUS NEWS
Plan to Attend Brockport's Naturalization Ceremony: Friday, September 15
If you have never witnessed close to 100 new American citizens taking the Oath of Citizenship, you
need to be at our annual Constitution Day swearing-in ceremony. [Read the complete story]
Scholars Day 2018
SAVE THE DATE! SUBMISSIONS TO OPEN IN NOVEMBER [Read the complete story]
EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES
Ariana-Sophia Kartsonis in the Writers Forum
Award-winning poet reads from her work on Wednesday, September 13. [Read the complete story]
School of Arts and Sciences Friday Movie Matinee
SAS will be showing the movie Arrival on Friday, September 15, from 3:45 to 6 pm in the Liberal Arts
Building, McCue Auditorium. [Read the complete story]
Retirement Celebration for Dawn Rodas
A retirement celebration for Dawn Rodas will be held September 20 at Bill Gray’s Tap Room. [Read the
complete story]
Interest Group for Faculty and Staff with Disabilities
The Faculty and Staff with Disabilities Interest Group is pleased to announce its first meeting:
September 21, noon, Seymour College Union, Room 220. [Read the complete story]
October is Graduate & Professional School Month!
Learn about the many events and workshops happening throughout the month for students who are
interested in attending graduate/professional school! [Read the complete story]
Save the Date: Campus-wide Holiday Open House, Thursday, December 7
Please save the date for this year's Campus-wide Holiday Open House on Thursday, December 7, 2017,
from 3 to 5 pm in the New York Room. [Read the complete story]
STUDENT NEWS
Free Kaplan Test Prep Exams
Free graduate school test prep practice exams are available to students/alumni all academic year.
[Read the complete story]
COMMUNITY SERVICE
Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) Immigration Clinic
The Legal Aid Society of Rochester, NY, and Volunteer Legal Service Project of
Monroe County are hosting a free DACA Clinic. If you or anyone you know have
DACA and your work permit expires on or before March 5, 2018, you can apply
for renewal. [Read the complete story]
HUMAN RESOURCES
Maintenance Assistant - Facilities and Planning - Vacancy
Facilities and Planning Maintenance Assistant Full-Time, Contingent Permanent Monday-Friday, 3pm to
11pm 40 Hours Per Week [Read the complete story]
ATHLETICS/SPORTS
Two Golden Eagle Programs in Action Tonight: Catch Women's Soccer and Field
Hockey!
Women's soccer vs. D'Youville at 4:30 pm, field hockey vs. University of Rochester at 7 pm. [Read the
complete story]
The Daily Eagle is emailed Monday through Friday to The College at Brockport Faculty and Staff. For
today's complete issue on the web, please visit http://www.brockport.edu/daily_eagle/
 
The Daily Eagle Email Edition for Thursday, September 14, 2017  
HEADLINES 
Town/Gown Survey 
The Town/Gown Committee is requesting your input on a survey that identifies where the College’s 
faculty and staff reside to aid in further discussion as we look to improve the community. 
[Read the complete story] 
 
CAMPUS NEWS 
Introduction to Online Teaching Training Program 
Are you interested in teaching an online course at Brockport? Are you looking for information about 
how to start the process? Do you wish to further explore the world of online learning? 
[Read the complete story] 
 
EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES 
Today! Visit the #17 Fastenal Stock Car in the Admissions Parking Lot! 
Get your photo taken with the stock car and learn more about career opportunities with Fastenal. 
[Read the complete story] 
Lunch with a Career: Event Planner on Monday, 9/18! 
Please share information with students who are pursuing a career in event planning, wedding 
planning, or entrepreneurship! [Read the complete story] 
All Faculty/Staff Invited to Attend — You Are a Mentor: Engaging Students in Career 
Development 
Learn how to talk to students about their career aspirations at this all-day workshop on Friday, 
September 29. [Read the complete story] 
 
LIBRARY, INFORMATION & TECHNOLOGY SERVICES 
"Party like it's 1817!" 
An Erie Canal Celebration... [Read the complete story] 
 
IN THE NEWS 
Mr. Christopher Albrecht Named 2018 New York Teacher of the Year 
Albrecht is a fourth-grade teacher at Fred W. Hill Elementary School in Brockport and a School-Based 
Teacher Educator (SBTE) of teacher candidates in the Childhood Inclusive Education Program at the 
College. [Read the complete story] 
 
FACULTY/STAFF NEWS 
UUP Meetings at REOC and MetroCenter 
Brockport UUP President Joe Torre and Labor Relations Specialist Pat Domarataz will be at both 
REOC and MetroCenter campuses on Friday, September 22, for General Membership Meetings. 
[Read the complete story] 
Lauren Lieberman and Cathy Houston-Wilson publish new textbook, "Strategies for 
Inclusion" 
Distinguished Service Professor Lauren Lieberman and Professor Cathy Houston-Wilson, KSSPE, 
published the book "Strategies for Inclusion" through Human Kinetics Publishers. 
[Read the complete story] 
 
HUMAN RESOURCES 
Career Services Administrator - Employment Opportunity  
The Career Services Administrator is responsible for establishing employer partnerships, developing 
workplace experiential learning programs, designing internship and/or apprenticeship programs, and 
providing job placement opportunities. [Read the complete story] 
Plant Utilities Assistant - Vacancy Announcement 
Facilities & Planning Plant Utilities Assistant SG-9 Mon-Fri 7:00am-3:30pm Contingent / Permanent 
Line #: 43115 [Read the complete story] 
 
ATHLETICS/SPORTS 
Women's Tennis Hosts Geneseo  
The Brockport women's tennis team will be in action tonight as they host SUNYAC rivals SUNY 
Geneseo at 4 pm. Come out and show the Golden Eagles some support! [Read the complete story] 
The Daily Eagle is emailed Monday through Friday to The College at Brockport Faculty and Staff. For 
today's complete issue on the web, please visit http://www.brockport.edu/daily_eagle/  
 
Introduction to Online Teaching Training Program 
Are you interested in teaching an online course at Brockport? Are you looking for information 
about how to start the process? Do you wish to further explore the world of online learning? 
The Instructional Support Team will be launching another session of the Introduction to Online 
Teaching training program for Brockport faculty beginning October 2017. If you know you want 
to teach a course online, or even if you are just curious about teaching online at Brockport and 
want to learn more about it, this training is designed for you! This professional development 
experience is designed to expose faculty to online teaching and best practices along with giving 
them the knowledge and tools needed to build their course in Blackboard.  
 
 
Today! Visit the #17 Fastenal Stock Car in the Admissions Parking Lot! 
Get your photo taken with the stock car and learn 
more about career opportunities with Fastenal.  
 
Fastenal's stock car is coming to Brockport! Check 
out this 50th-anniversary replica of the Gen 6 Ford 
Fusion that was raced on March 23 at Sonoma 
Raceway. You'll be able to get your picture taken 
with the car, enjoy free snacks and giveaways, and 




The Daily Eagle Email Edition for Friday, September 15, 2017  
HEADLINES 
Town/Gown Survey 
The Town/Gown Committee is requesting your input on a survey that identifies where the College’s 
faculty and staff reside to aid in further discussion as we look to improve the community. 
[Read the complete story] 
 
CAMPUS NEWS 
Dining Services and Inter Greek Council Say Opa!  
Members of the Brockport community enjoyed a Greek-inspired dinner featuring Brockport’s Inter 
Greek Council. [Read the complete story] 
 
ATHLETICS/SPORTS 
Brockport Field Hockey is the Weekend's Main Event!  
Field hockey hosts Hartwick College on Saturday at 1 pm. [Read the complete story] 
 
HUMAN RESOURCES 
Office Assistant 2 Keyboarding - College Senate - Vacancy 
The College Senate Office Assistant 2 - Keyboarding Part-Time 21 hours/week Must work Mondays 
from 12:30 to 6:30 pm - other hours are flexible for the candidate and to be determined at offer. 
Contingent Permanent Line 00125 [Read the complete story] 
The Daily Eagle is emailed Monday through Friday to The College at Brockport Faculty and Staff. For 




The Daily Eagle Email Edition for Monday, September 18, 2017  
CAMPUS NEWS 
RAVE Emergency Alerting Service and Emergency Voice Notification System Tests 
The University Police and Office of Emergency Management will be conducting a campus wide test of 
the RAVE Alerting System & Emergency Voice Notification System on Wed., 9/20. If you are not 
enrolled in RAVE, go to https://www.getrave.com/login/brockport [Read the complete story] 
 
EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES 
Fall into Health and Wellness 
Join us to learn more about campus and area health and wellness resources. Flu shots, food 
sampling, massages, pet therapy, and more! [Read the complete story] 
CELT Special Event: Helping Your Students Avoid Costly "Speedbumps" 
We all want our students to do well. We spend a lot of time working with students in formal and 
informal advisement settings. Yet it's not possible to help them avoid problems if you don't know 
where those potential problems lie. We want to help. [Read the complete story] 
Rochester Police Department Info Session on 9/25 
Please share with students interested in a career in law enforcement! [Read the complete story] 
 
FACULTY/STAFF NEWS 
Announcing: NEW Fall 2017: Grants Workshop Series  
Registration is open now! Join us for any or all of these free workshops! [Read the complete story] 
UUP Workshop: Workplace Safety and Health 
This workshop will address campus concerns related to ongoing campus construction and other 
workplace safety and health issues. Open to all UUP bargaining unit members. 
[Read the complete story] 
Cesar R. Torres, KSSPE, Receives the 2016-2017 Warren P. Fraleigh Distinguished 
Scholar Award  
Cesar R. Torres, Professor of KSSPE, received the Warren P. Fraleigh Distinguished Scholar Award 
from the International Association for the Philosophy of Sport (IAPS). [Read the complete story] 
 
HUMAN RESOURCES 
Director, RISE Network - Employment Opportunity 
The Director will lead a new, innovative partnership led and supported by The College at Brockport, 
Monroe Community College (MCC) and the Rochester Educational Opportunity Center (REOC). 
[Read the complete story] 
 
LIBRARY, INFORMATION & TECHNOLOGY SERVICES 
Phishing Email Messages 
Can you spot a Phishing email? Phishing email messages continue to be a threat to our organization. 
Bad actors are at large and they are trying to steal our passwords and account information. For this 
reason, we must remain vigilant! [Read the complete story] 
The Daily Eagle is emailed Monday through Friday to The College at Brockport Faculty and Staff. For 
today's complete issue on the web, please visit http://www.brockport.edu/daily_eagle/  
 
Cesar R. Torres, KSSPE, Receives the 2016-2017 Warren P. Fraleigh Distinguished Scholar 
Award from the International Association for the Philosophy of Sport (IAPS).  
Cesar R. Torres, Professor of KSSPE, received the 2016-2017 Warren P. Fraleigh Distinguished 
Scholar Award from the International Association for the Philosophy of Sport (IAPS) at its 45th 
annual conference held on September 6-9 in Whistler, British Columbia, Canada. This award is 
granted in recognition of the recipient’s eminent contributions to the sport philosophy literature. 
As part of the award, Prof. Torres delivered the Warren P. Fraleigh Distinguished Scholar 
Lecture at the conference in Whistler. The lecture is named after an emeritus professor of The 
College at Brockport who served, among other positions, as Dean of the Faculty of Physical 
Education and Recreation. Fraleigh, a leading sport philosopher, was instrumental in the 
formation of IAPS in the early 1970s and served twice as its president. 
 
 
The Daily Eagle Email Edition for Tuesday, September 19, 2017  
 
HEADLINES 
Tomorrow: Retirement Celebration for Dawn Rodas 
A retirement celebration for Dawn Rodas will be held tomorrow starting at 3 pm at Bill Gray’s 
Tap Room. [Read the complete story] 
 
EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES 
DACA Clinic Update 
The Legal Aid Society of Rochester & Volunteer Legal Service Project of Monroe Attorneys 
will be in Brockport helping with DACA renewals. [Read the complete story] 
Multicultural Mixer for Faculty, Staff and Students of Color and Allies  
Please come by for food, drinks, informal planning, networking, and catching up. 
[Read the complete story] 
Additional SafeZone Training for Faculty and Staff to be held at MetroCenter 
Increase awareness, knowledge, and skills needed to advocate for LGBTQIA+ peers, family 
members, friends, coworkers, and self. [Read the complete story] 
Don't Forget to Register for "You Are a Mentor: Engaging Students in Career 
Development" 
All faculty and staff are invited to attend this day-long workshop where they'll learn how to talk 
to students about career aspirations. [Read the complete story] 
**Date change for Self-Advocacy and Disability Pride** 
Please note that the "Self-Advocacy and Disability Pride" workshop presented by the Rochester 
Regional Center for Independent Living has been rescheduled for MONDAY, OCTOBER 23, 
from 3 to 5 pm in Seymour College Union, Room 220. [Read the complete story] 
 
ATHLETICS/SPORTS 
Brockport Field Hockey hosts Elmira College Tonight 
The Golden Eagle field hockey team will be in action under the lights tonight as they host 
Elmira College at 7 pm. [Read the complete story] 
Brockport Basketball to Host Skill Development Camp 
Mini camp hosted by the Golden Eagle basketball teams on October 8 will aim to help players 
build and develop the skills needed to become a high-level player. [Read the complete story] 
Brockport Athletics Kids Day: Sept. 23 
Free event after the 4 pm football game vs. Utica on Sept. 23 will include games, giveaways, 
and a meet-and-greet with the players. [Read the complete story] 
 
FACULTY/STAFF NEWS 
James Hansen, Associate Professor of Dance, produced by Geva Theatre Center 
for Rochester Fringe Festival 
Associate Professor and Interim Chair of Dance James Hansen will be presenting Merged 5 
with Heather Roffe (associate professor and director of dance at Nazareth College) at Geva 
Theatre Center as part of Rochester Fringe Festival from September 20-23. 
[Read the complete story] 
 
The Daily Eagle is emailed Monday through Friday to The College at Brockport Faculty and 
Staff. For today's complete issue on the web, please visit 
http://www.brockport.edu/daily_eagle/  
 
James Hansen, Associate Professor of Dance, produced by Geva Theatre Center for Rochester Fringe 
Festival 
Associate Professor and Interim Chair of Dance James Hansen will be presenting Merged 5 with Heather 
Roffe (associate professor and director of dance at Nazareth College) at Geva Theatre Center as part of 
Rochester Fringe Festival from September 20-23. 
 
Associate Professor and Interim Chair of Dance James Hansen 
will be presenting Merged 5 with Heather Roffe (associate 
professor and director of dance at Nazareth College) at Geva 
Theatre Center as part of Rochester Fringe Festival from 
September 20-23. This year's dances range from thoughtful to 
humorous and include music by Elvis Presley and Olivia Newton 
John and a set design by celebrated sculptor Olivia Kim. City 
Newspaper wrote of MERGED 2013: It "seemed new and fresh, 
yet it was still accessible and, at times, even poignant;" “I was 
flat out amazed;" and "I was captivated by...some very exciting 
dancing."  In 2014, it wrote, “I was moved nearly to tears” and 
“It was a work of art in motion.”  
Shows are 9/20 at 7:30 pm, 9/21 at 6 pm, 9/22 at 7 pm, and 9/23 at 1 pm. All tickets are $10 and can be 
purchased an hour before the show at GEVA box office or online at the link below. This has regularly 
sold out, so get your tickets early! 
 
 
The Daily Eagle Email Edition for Wednesday, September 20, 2017  
CAMPUS NEWS 
Planning an Event? Learn About Changes to College Processes & Upcoming Training 
Help us build a better Brockport, check out the College’s Event Planning Process and College Events 
Calendar. Training sessions are available for individuals planning events or meetings for their 
department or office. [Read the complete story] 
Stick it to the flu! 
Faculty and staff flu shots available on campus! [Read the complete story] 
 
STUDENT NEWS 
Business Administration Major, Kathryn Stone, Receives Scholarship 
Kathryn Stone, business administration major, was awarded a competitive scholarship from the 
Rochester Small Business Council. [Read the complete story] 
 
EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES 
Faculty and staff memberships available through Campus Recreation 
Campus Recreation memberships are available for all faculty and staff members at The College at 
Brockport. [Read the complete story] 
Jewish High Holidays: Times and Locations of Services  
There will be services for Jewish students, faculty, staff, and friends for Rosh Hashanah and Yom 
Kippur. See details for times and locations. Remember these are excusable absences for students. 
[Read the complete story] 
Summer Reading Presenter Series 
Please join us on September 25 at 7 pm in the McCue Auditorium (LAB) for our Summer Reading 
Presenter Series. The upcoming presentation will be a panel format on the theme of Activism, 
facilitated by Brockport student, Lucky Light. [Read the complete story] 
 
IN THE NEWS 
Executive Director 
Mr. Michael VanEtten '05, a Spanish major in Foreign Languages and Literatures (prior department 
name) and current online instructor of Spanish at Finger Lakes Community College, will be a guest 
presenter at the Online Teaching & Learning Expo. [Read the complete story] 
 
HUMAN RESOURCES 
CSEA Deficit Reduction repayment has ended 
The final CSEA Deficit Reduction (DRP) repayment was paid in employees' 9/6/17 checks. 
[Read the complete story] 
Flexible Spending Accounts Open Enrollment for the 2018 Calendar Year 
The open enrollment period for our Flex Spending Account plans run from October 2, 2017 through 
November 6, 2017 for the 2018 calendar year. [Read the complete story] 
 
FACULTY/STAFF NEWS 
Recent School of Business and Management Accomplishments 
Recent Scholarly Activities and Honors for Faculty from the Departments of Accounting, Economics 
and Finance, Business Administration, Public Administration and Dean Bhadury. 
[Read the complete story] 
Frank Kuhn directs Brockport alums in the Rochester Fringe Festival at Geva 
Theatre Center, September 21 & 23 
Theatre professor Frank Kuhn is directing TWO OF MEE, two interdisciplinary pieces from the works 
of playwright Charles Mee, with Brockport grads. [Read the complete story] 
UUP Meetings at REOC and MetroCenter on Friday 
Please join Brockport UUP President Joe Torre and Labor Relations Specialist Pat Domaratz at the 
REOC and MetroCenter campuses on Friday, September 22. [Read the complete story] 
The Daily Eagle is emailed Monday through Friday to The College at Brockport Faculty and Staff. For 
today's complete issue on the web, please visit http://www.brockport.edu/daily_eagle/  
 
Recent School of Business and Management Accomplishments 
Recent Scholarly Activities and Honors for Faculty from the Departments of Accounting, 
Economics and Finance, Business Administration, Public Administration and Dean Bhadury.  
1. James Cordeiro’s paper has been accepted for publication in Asia-Pacific Journal of 
Management. In addition, Dr. Cordeiro has been confirmed in his continuing role as a Fellow of 
the Corporate Governance Center at Kennesaw State University. This center is the oldest in the 
country and includes Jeffrey Sonnenfeld of Yale University and many distinguished business 
leaders. Dr. Cordeiro is Chair of the Department of Accounting, Economics and Finance.  
2. The paper entitled “Service Operations in DMV (Division of Motor Vehicles) Offices of USA 
- A Comparative Analysis” by J. B. Martin, J. Bhadury, (Dean of the School of Business and 
Management), J. Cordeiro (Department of Accounting, Economics and Finance), M. Waite 
(Department of Business Administration) and K. Amoako-Gyampah has been accepted for 
publication in Management Research Review.  
3. Shihyun Noh’s (Department of Public Administration) paper, titled “Institutional design of the 
ACA health insurance exchanges: Factors affecting policy implementation in state 
administration” has been accepted for publication in the Journal of Health and Human Services 
Administration.  
4. Shihyun Noh’s (Department of Public Administration) paper, titled "Partisan polarization, 
administrative capacity, and state discretion in the Affordable Care Act,” will be published in an 
edited volume titled Intergovernmental Relations in Transition: Reflections and Directions by 
Routledge.  
5. Sandeep Singh and Jack Cook are the winners of the 2016-17 School of Business and 
Management Teaching Excellence Award.  
 
Frank Kuhn directs Brockport alums in the Rochester Fringe Festival at Geva 
Theatre Center, September 21 & 23 
Theatre professor Frank Kuhn is directing TWO OF MEE, two interdisciplinary pieces from the 
works of playwright Charles Mee, with Brockport grads. 
 
TWO OF MEE 
Performances are on Geva Theatre Center's Fielding Stage, 7:30 pm on Thursday, September 21, 
and 2:30 pm on Saturday, September 23.  
TWO OF MEE is composed of two pieces developed from texts by playwright Charles Mee. 
“Life Is a Dream” with Nanako Horikawa and Andrea Vazquez, and music composed and 
performed by James J. Kaufmann, responds to the paradox of our capacity for both rapturous 
love and devastating destruction. “Mee and She” is a pastiche of women’s monologues from 
Mee’s works, shared by performers Lynea D’Aprix and Olivia Howard, about the urge to mate 
for life, and particularly male delusions in that regard. 
 
 
The Daily Eagle Email Edition for Thursday, September 21, 2017  
HEADLINES 
Call for Honorary Degree Recipient Nominations 
The College is seeking nominations of individuals who are worthy of receiving an honorary degree 
from the State University of New York [Read the complete story] 
 
EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES 
One Million Abolitionists: History, Human Rights, and the Power of One 
This talk highlights the history and legacy of the antebellum-era antislavery fight as well as the 
current fight against human trafficking. [Read the complete story] 
West Woods Clean-up 
Don't forget this Saturday we will be doing a community service project by cleaning up West Woods. 
[Read the complete story] 
CELT Brown Bag: "Community of Support- Utilizing EagleSUCCESS to Increase 
Student Retention and Engagement" 
Join us Thursday, September 21, 12:30-1:30 pm, Edwards Hall (100B), for this week's Brown Bag 
Discussion presented by Thomas Chew. [Read the complete story] 
Brockport Students Invited to Attend the Greater Rochester Law School Night on 
Monday 9/25  
Please Share with Students Interested in Becoming a Lawyer [Read the complete story] 
 
LIBRARY, INFORMATION & TECHNOLOGY SERVICES 
Updates for Windows 10 Faculty/Staff Computers 
LITS will be releasing updates to Windows 10 computers. Current versions of managed software can 
be found in the Service Now knowledge base. [Read the complete story] 
Nguyen Sanh Thu 
Tantalizing stories one runs across in the Stylus... [Read the complete story] 
 
ATHLETICS/SPORTS 
Women's Tennis hosts William Smith College 
The Brockport women's tennis program will be in action on the tennis courts today at 4 pm as they 
go toe-to-toe with William Smith College. Come show your support! [Read the complete story] 
 
CAMPUS NEWS 
Summer Reading Book Proposals  
We are now accepting book proposals for the 2018 Freshman Summer Reading Program! 
[Read the complete story] 
 
FACULTY/STAFF NEWS 
Art Professor Awarded First Place in National, Adjudicated Exhibition  
Jennifer Hecker, Professor in the Department of Art, was awarded First Prize in “Momentum,” a 
juried competition/exhibition sponsored by The Arts Commission of Greater Toledo. 
[Read the complete story] 
28th International Conference on Low Temperature Physics 
Dr. Mohammed Z. Tahar presents at the 28th International Conference on Low Temperature Physics 
(LT28) August 9 – 16, 2017, in Gothenburg Sweden. [Read the complete story] 
Reminder: UUP Workshop: Workplace Safety and Health 
This workshop will address campus concerns related to ongoing campus construction and other 
workplace safety and health issues. Open to all UUP bargaining unit members. 
[Read the complete story] 
 
HUMAN RESOURCES 
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs - Employment Opportunity 
The Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs reports to the President, serves as the senior 
academic officer, and has primary responsibility for leadership, management, strategic direction, 
and policy development. [Read the complete story] 
The Daily Eagle is emailed Monday through Friday to The College at Brockport Faculty and Staff. For 











Nguyen Sanh Thu 
Tantalizing stories one runs across in the Stylus... 
 
While looking through the Stylus in preparation to meet 
the Class of '67 this fall when they have their 50th 
anniversary, I ran across something of the sort that I often 
see, little stories, brief mentions of a person or event that 
can be so intriguing, and one wishes one could know more 
about it.  
The story I saw is attached. It is a piece on an exchange 
student from the then Republic of South Vietnam. He 
sounds like an intelligent, interesting person, and one 
wonders what happened to him on his return to South 
Vietnam, a country on the verge of being torn apart by a 
years of increasingly widespread war, and ultimate victory 
by North Vietnam. What did he do during those years...? 
Did he somehow survive...? 
 
 
The Daily Eagle Email Edition for Friday, September 22, 2017  
HEADLINES 
Allentoff Conducts and Performs at the NYSSMA/NYASTA Conference 
Jonathan Allentoff '14 recently appeared as one of the conducting clinicians at the 2017 New York 
State School Music Association/New York American String Teachers Association Summer Conference 
in Albany, NY. [Read the complete story] 
Diversity Conference Call for Volunteers 
Students, faculty, staff, and emeriti are invited to volunteer for the 2017 Diversity Conference. 
[Read the complete story] 
Student Teaching Candidates and Faculty from the Department of Education and 
Human Development participated in the 2018 New York Teacher of the Year 
Reception 
Student teaching candidates and faculty members from the Department of Education and Human 
Development participated in the 2018 New York Teacher of the Year Reception to celebrate Mr. 
Christopher Albrecht’s award. [Read the complete story] 
Updates for Windows 10 Faculty/Staff Computers 
LITS will be releasing updates to Windows 10 computers. Current versions of managed software can 
be found in the Service Now knowledge base. [Read the complete story] 
Call for Honorary Degree Recipient Nominations 
The College is seeking nominations of individuals who are worthy of receiving an honorary degree 
from the State University of New York [Read the complete story] 
Brockport Students Invited to Attend the Greater Rochester Law School Night on 
Monday 9/25  
Please Share with Students Interested in Becoming a Lawyer [Read the complete story] 
Flexible Spending Accounts Open Enrollment for the 2018 Calendar Year 
The open enrollment period for our Flex Spending Account plans run from October 2, 2017 through 
November 6, 2017 for the 2018 calendar year. [Read the complete story] 
Frank Kuhn directs Brockport alums in the Rochester Fringe Festival at Geva 
Theatre Center, September 21 & 23 
Theatre professor Frank Kuhn is directing TWO OF MEE, two interdisciplinary pieces from the works 
of playwright Charles Mee, with Brockport grads. [Read the complete story] 
One Million Abolitionists: History, Human Rights, and the Power of One 
This talk on October 5 at 7:30 pm highlights the history and legacy of the antebellum-era antislavery 
fight as well as the current fight against human trafficking. [Read the complete story] 
Office Assistant 2 Keyboarding - College Senate - Vacancy 
The College Senate Office Assistant 2 - Keyboarding Part-Time 21 hours/week Must work Mondays 
from 12:30 to 6:30 pm - other hours are flexible for the candidate and to be determined at offer. 
Contingent Permanent Line 00125 [Read the complete story] 
Career Services Administrator - Employment Opportunity  
The Career Services Administrator is responsible for establishing employer partnerships, developing 
workplace experiential learning programs, designing internship and/or apprenticeship programs, and 
providing job placement opportunities. [Read the complete story] 
Don't Forget to Register for "You Are a Mentor: Engaging Students in Career 
Development" 
All faculty and staff are invited to attend this day-long workshop where they'll learn how to talk to 
students about career aspirations. [Read the complete story] 
**Date change for Self-Advocacy and Disability Pride** 
Please note that the "Self-Advocacy and Disability Pride" workshop presented by the Rochester 
Regional Center for Independent Living has been rescheduled for MONDAY, OCTOBER 23, from 3 to 5 
pm in Seymour College Union, Room 220. [Read the complete story] 
Teaching Hands-on & Applied Skills Online 
Join us on Friday, Sept. 22, for an Online Teaching & Learning Expo (Teaching Hands-on & Applied 
Skills Online), 12:30-2:30 pm, Seymour College Union, Ballroom. (Lunch will be provided). 
[Read the complete story] 
16th Century Elizabethan display at Nazareth College 
James Hanselman, Academic Adviser at Brockport REOC has created a display for Lorette Wilmot 
Library at Nazareth College focusing on Elizabethan dress including several full sized mannequins 
and a full suit of armor. The display is offered thru Sept. 28. [Read the complete story] 
Reactivation of existing Direct Deposit form available 
A new form is available to reactivate a direct deposit record that is already on file. If you are an 
employee who is off the payroll for the summer, your direct deposit will be inactivated. 
[Read the complete story] 
Dr. Elizabeth Heavey, Professor of Nursing, Publishes Three Articles in Nursing 
2017 
Dr. Heavey published three articles titled "Encouraging New Authors,” “Responding to Reviewers,” 
and “Emerging Infections: Mycoplasma Genitalium” [Read the complete story] 
Second Racial Justice Training for Faculty and Staff 
Upon request, the Professional Development Committee of the PCDI will hold a second "Racial 
Justice: Creating Space for Change" for faculty and staff this semester. [Read the complete story] 
Summer Reading Presenter Series 
Please join us on September 25 at 7 pm in the McCue Auditorium (LAB) for our Summer Reading 
Presenter Series. The upcoming presentation will be a panel format on the theme of Activism, 
facilitated by Brockport student, Lucky Light. [Read the complete story] 
Register for the 17th Annual Diversity Conference 
Students, faculty, staff, and the community are invited to this year’s Diversity Conference. We 
welcome two keynote speakers, a full day of educational presentations, and much more! 
[Read the complete story] 
Racial Justice: Creating Space for Change Trainings Fall 2017 
Learn about the workings of individual and systemic racism, as well as skills and actions to dismantle 
systemic racism. [Read the complete story] 
 
ATHLETICS/SPORTS 
Big Weekend for Brockport Athletics 
The Golden Eagles have a busy weekend at home with four contests. Come out and show your 
support! [Read the complete story] 
 
CAMPUS NEWS 
Join Brockport at the Rochester Public Market 
Saturday, September 23, 2017 | 9 am - 1 pm [Read the complete story] 
 
LIBRARY, INFORMATION & TECHNOLOGY SERVICES 
Register for a ‘New Features in iOS 11’ Workshop with the MoTek Team 
The Mobile Technologies Team will be hosting three interactive workshops that demonstrate the 
many new features included in iOS 11. [Read the complete story] 
 
FACULTY/STAFF NEWS 
TODAY: UUP General Meetings at the REOC and MetroCenter 
Please join Brockport UUP President Joe Torre and Labor Relations Specialist Pat Domaratz at the 
REOC and MetroCenter campuses TODAY! [Read the complete story] 
The Daily Eagle is emailed Monday through Friday to The College at Brockport Faculty and Staff. For 
today's complete issue on the web, please visit http://www.brockport.edu/daily_eagle/  
 
 
Jonathan Allentoff '14 recently appeared as one of the conducting clinicians at the 2017 New 
York State School Music Association/New York American String Teachers Association Summer 
Conference in Albany, NY.  
 
Allentoff Conducting the 
Conference Orchestra 
Jonathan Allentoff '14 was 
honored to be invited to serve as 
a conducting clinician at the 
2017 New York State School 
Music Association/New York 
American String Teachers 
Association Summer Conference 
held at the Hilton Albany…. 
 
In addition to conducting, 
Allentoff was honored to 
perform as principal viola in the 
Directors' Orchestra Concert under the direction of internationally-acclaimed composer Soon 
Hee Newbold. This well-attended gala concert was held that evening in the Governor's Ballroom. 
Besides conducting and performing, he also participated in discussion forums regarding the 
future direction of higher education and the latest techniques for providing quality musical 
instruction to performers of all ages.  
 
This conference marked the fifth year that Allentoff performed in the Directors' Orchestra, led 
the viola section in workshops and performances, and participated in the exciting discussion 
forums. He was delighted to be part of a conference that focused on innovation, creativity, 
inclusion, diversity, and musical and artistic excellence, and Allentoff is looking forward to 
sharing his new insights with the students, alumni, faculty, and community members of the 
Brockport Symphony Orchestra.  
 
Allentoff is excited to return to Albany with the entire Brockport Symphony Orchestra on 
Saturday, October 7, when the orchestra will be performing their "Erie Canal Bicentennial" 
Concert at 3 pm at the Empire State Plaza's Clark Auditorium. This command performance at the 
New York State Museum, along with the Rochester performance on Thursday, September 28, at 
7:30 pm at the Rochester Museum & Science Center's Eisenhart Auditorium, are made possible 
with funds from the Decentralization Program, a regrant program of the New York State Council 
on the Arts with the support of Governor Andrew Cuomo and the New York State Legislature 
and administered by the Genesee Valley Council on the Arts at the Livingston Arts Center, a 
member supported organization. 
 
Student Teaching Candidates and Faculty from the Department of Education and Human 
Development participated in the 2018 New York Teacher of the Year Reception 
Student teaching candidates and faculty members from the Department of Education and Human 
Development participated in the 2018 New York Teacher of the Year Reception to celebrate Mr. 
Christopher Albrecht’s award. 
Five student teaching candidates in the Childhood Inclusive Education Program, Brittny Emery, 
Elizabeth Gagne, Katie Porter, Sarah Hannan, and Silvia Wharram, and two faculty members 
from the Department of Education and Human Development, Drs. Janka Szilagyi and Jie Zhang, 
participated in the 2018 New York Teacher of the Year Reception hosted by Brockport Central 
School District (BCSD) on September 19, 2017. They joined students, parents and families, 
teachers, administrators, Board of Education members from BCSD, and other guests to celebrate 
Mr. Christopher Albrecht’s award.  
The participation in this event provided student teaching candidates a great opportunity to 
network, connect with families, learn from a compassionate experienced educator, and help 
strengthen the partnership between the College and the Brockport community.  
 
 
The Daily Eagle Email Edition for Monday, September 25, 2017  
HEADLINES 
Stick it to the flu! 
Faculty and staff flu shots available on campus! [Read the complete story] 
 
CAMPUS NEWS 
Institute for Poverty Studies and Economic Development Executive Committee 
The Institute for Poverty Studies and Economic Development is looking for members to join its 
executive committee. [Read the complete story] 
 
STUDENT NEWS 
Celebrating McNair Students' Research Accomplishments 
23rd Annual Undergraduate Research Conference [Read the complete story] 
 
EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES 
CELT Brown Bag Discussion: "Beyond the Selfie: Image Crafting & Community in 
Online Teaching" 
Join us Thursday, Sept.ember 28, 12:30-1:30 pm, Edwards Hall (100B), for this week's Brown Bag 
Discussion presented by Alisia Chase. [Read the complete story] 
Faculty and Staff Mentors Needed 
The Leadership Development Program is seeking faculty and staff mentors willing to work with a 
student throughout the year to engage them in reflection and personal growth. Just one hour a 
month can make a huge impact on one of our students. [Read the complete story] 
Trisha Brown Dance Company Guest Artist 
Vicky Schik, one of the most esteemed of the company's long list of former dancers, will be in 
residence for three days this week in the second part of the dance department 's New York State 
DanceForce Trisha Brown project. [Read the complete story] 
Call for Projects: Canal Lab 
Below CFP provides criteria for Erie Canal-related project proposals to be supported by the Erie 
Canal Interdisciplinary Research Lab. [Read the complete story] 
ESL Federal Credit Union Presents: Careers in Banking 
Students who are interested in pursuing a career in the banking industry are invited to attend this 
panel and networking event on Wednesday, 10/11. [Read the complete story] 
October is Graduate & Professional School Month!  
Learn about the many events and workshops happening throughout the month for students who are 
interested in attending graduate/professional school! [Read the complete story] 
 
PHILANTHROPY 
Bowl-a-thon to support Camp Abilitites and the Institute for Movement Studies in 
Individuals with Visual Impairments  
Bowl-a-thon will take place October 12 from 9 pm to 11 pm at Brockport Bowl. 
[Read the complete story] 
The Daily Eagle is emailed Monday through Friday to The College at Brockport Faculty and Staff. For 
today's complete issue on the web, please visit http://www.brockport.edu/daily_eagle/  
 
Institute for Poverty Studies and Economic Development Executive Committee 
The Institute for Poverty Studies and Economic Development is looking for members to join its 
executive committee.  
The Institute for Poverty Studies and Economic Development’s mission is to better equip 
College at Brockport faculty, staff, and students to understand sources of poverty and, in doing 
so, be able to contribute to poverty alleviation in their communities. We are looking for a few 
more members to join our executive committee. Please contact Celia Watt (below) if this sounds 


















Celebrating McNair Students' Research Accomplishments 
23rd Annual Undergraduate Research Conference 
 
 
Presenter - Denise Torres 
The McNair program was pleased to have 
21 scholars attend the University at 
Buffalo’s 23rd annual Undergraduate 
Research Conference, held July 27 – 29, 
2017, in Niagara Falls, NY. The 
conference provided an opportunity for 
students to engage other McNair scholars 
from across the country; attend student-
led workshops, and enjoy esteemed 
keynote speakers David Stovall, PhD, 
from the University of Illinois and Gloria 
Ladson-Billings, PhD, from the 
University of Wisconsin. Their participation at the conference reflects the pinnacle of earlier 
work and continued opportunities to display, share, and celebrate their research efforts. The 
diversity of oral and poster presentations illustrate our scholars' commitment to their research 
and the guidance and support provided by their mentors. Way to go, McNair Scholars! 
 
 
Call for Projects: Canal Lab 
Below CFP provides criteria for Erie Canal-related project proposals to be supported by the Erie 
Canal Interdisciplinary Research Lab. 
 
Call for Projects: What is the Consequence of the Erie Canal?  
The Canal Lab seeks project proposals that address the following criteria:  
1) Faculty-student research related in some way to the Erie Canal  
2) Involves student research either through course-connected activity, credit-bearing internship, 
or Directed Study  
3) Can be completed in the 2017-18 academic year or can be introduced in 2018-19  
4) Result in a completed object that can be published, presented, or displayed and represented in 
some way on the Canal Lab site of the Brockport Digital Commons  
Proposals are welcome from any field or combination of fields. Preference will be given to 
interdisciplinary research projects. We are eager to consider proposals that address economic, 
environmental, cultural, demographic, geographic, social class, built environment, technology, 
agriculture, family, artistic, musical, etc. topics related to any time in the Erie Canal’s history or 
any part of its pathway from Lake Erie to the Hudson River.  
A well-formatted proposal will include:  
1) A project name and description (200 words)  
2) Names and department(s) of sponsor(s)  
3) A description of its integration into a course or the curriculum more generally (100 words)  
4) The roles of faculty and students in the project (150 words)  
5) A budget (including required and optional budget items)  
6) A timeline for implementation  
7) A description of the completed object and a plan for its publication, presentation, or display  
Please send proposals for the 2017-18 academic year or preliminary descriptions of projects for 
the 2018-19 academic year to Cherise Oakley, coakley@brockport.edu, by October 8, 2017.  
For more information, contact those below. 
contact: Greg Garvey, tgarvey@brockport.edu, or Joe Torre, jtorre@brockport.edu 
 
 
The Daily Eagle Email Edition for Tuesday, September 26, 2017  
HEADLINES 
Planning an Event? Learn About Changes to College Processes & Upcoming Training 
Help us build a better Brockport, check out the College’s Event Planning Process and College Events 
Calendar. Training sessions are available for individuals planning events or meetings for their 
department or office. [Read the complete story] 
Fall into Health and Wellness 
Join us to learn more about campus and area health and wellness resources. Flu shots, food 
sampling, massages, pet therapy, and more! [Read the complete story] 
Register for the 17th Annual Diversity Conference 
Students, faculty, staff, and the community are invited to this year’s Diversity Conference. We 
welcome two keynote speakers, a full day of educational presentations, and much more! 
[Read the complete story] 
 
CAMPUS NEWS 
Van Driver Safety Course  
Faculty and staff wishing to drive passenger vans must complete a classroom training, complete a 
hands-on training, and have their driver's license cleared by Human Resources. 
[Read the complete story] 
Novelist Julia Elliott in the Writers Forum 
The next Writers Forum takes place Wednesday, September 27. [Read the complete story] 
College Council Meeting Live Streamed 
The September 26 meeting of the College Council will be available to watch via live stream. 
[Read the complete story] 
 
EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES 
Walk a Mile In Their Shoes 
On Tuesday, October 3, 2017 from 10:30 am to 2:30 pm, The Center for Select Respect will be 
hosting Walk a Mile in Their Shoes. The event is based on an international men’s march to stop rape, 
sexual assault, and gender violence. [Read the complete story] 
NYC Student Trip 2017 - Application Deadline Extended to Friday 9/29, 5 pm 
Please help identify outstanding students to join us for our third annual trip to NYC (November 2-4) 
for a three-day, two-night excursion to explore NYC, connect with alumni and gain invaluable 
experience. [Read the complete story] 
 
ATHLETICS/SPORTS 
Brockport Basketball to Host Skill Development Camp 
Mini camp hosted by the Golden Eagle basketball teams on October 8 will aim to help players build 
and develop the skills needed to become a high-level player. [Read the complete story] 
 
FACULTY/STAFF NEWS 
Fall Textbooks Being Returned 
In preparation for WinterSession the Bookstore will soon begin returning unsold textbooks from this 
semester. [Read the complete story] 
 
ALUMNI IN THE NEWS 
Brockport Symphony Orchestra to Perform Erie Canal Bicentennial Concert Tour 
Brockport students, alumni, faculty, and community members will be showcased on stage at the 
Rochester Museum & Science Center's Eisenhart Auditorium on Sept. 28 at 7:30 pm, and the New 
York State Museum's Clark Auditorium in Albany on Oct. 7 at 3 pm. [Read the complete story] 
The Daily Eagle is emailed Monday through Friday to The College at Brockport Faculty and Staff. For 




The Daily Eagle Email Edition for Wednesday, September 27, 2017  
CAMPUS NEWS 
Peer Tutors Needed 
EOP is seeking peer tutors for all subjects. [Read the complete story] 
 
EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES 
Diversity Conference Volunteers Needed  
Do you want to volunteer at the 17th Annual Diversity Conference on Thursday, Oct. 5? 
[Read the complete story] 
October 11, National Coming Out Day Film 
Screening of C.R.A.Z.Y. on October 11, 6.30 pm, Edwards 100. A young French-Canadian, growing up 
in the 1960s and 1970s, struggles to reconcile his emerging homosexuality with his father's 
conservative values and his own Catholic beliefs. [Read the complete story] 
 
FACULTY/STAFF NEWS 
TODAY: UUP WORKSHOP: Workplace Safety & Health 
Its not too late to attend! Even if you haven't RSVP'd, please feel free to stop by! 
[Read the complete story] 
 
ATHLETICS/SPORTS 
Brockport Volleyball Opens Home Season Tonight! 
The Brockport volleyball team opens their home season tonight, hosting D'Youville College at 7 pm. 
Come out and show your Golden Eagles support! [Read the complete story] 
 
LIBRARY, INFORMATION & TECHNOLOGY SERVICES 
Introduction to Online Teaching Training Program -- Last Call! 
Don't miss the opportunity to get a jump start on developing your first online course! Take 
advantage of the Introduction to Online Teaching training program that will run this fall. The 
deadline to register is quickly approaching! [Read the complete story] 
The Daily Eagle is emailed Monday through Friday to The College at Brockport Faculty and Staff. For 
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The Daily Eagle Email Edition for Thursday, September 28, 2017
CAMPUS NEWS
Access to Albert W. Brown Building starting October 2.
Please note that as we continue with the renovation of the A.W. Brown Building, access (including
elevator access) to the second floor will be modified on Monday, Oct. 2. [Read the complete story]
NCUR 2018 Brockport Fellows Program Accepting Applications!
NCUR 2018 submissions open Tuesday, Oct. 3, 2017 -- Encourage and mentor a student! [Read the
complete story]
EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES
CELT Special Event: "Advising and Compliance, specifically EXCELSIOR"
Join us Tuesday, Oct. 3, 2:15-3:15 pm, Edwards Hall (100B) for a special advisement workshop. [Read
the complete story]
Lunch with a Career: Athletics Director
Brockport Alumni Zachary Ferrara will be in Career Services on Monday, Oct. 9 to talk to students who
are pursuing a career in athletics! [Read the complete story]
Dr. Howard Skogman to speak at the Mathematics Research Seminar
We describe some unusual (absurd?) results that arise by using the "kernel method" to solve a
combinatorics problem. [Read the complete story]
Ask an Employer Series Starts Today with Trillium Health!
All semester long, students will be able to talk to different employers on campus and ask them
questions about the "Real World". [Read the complete story]
“Stage Whispers” Takes a Walk 'In the Heights'
Tony Chiroldes, featured in Geva Theatre Center’s production of the Lin-Manuel Miranda Musical is the
guest at our first panel of the year. [Read the complete story]
New Faculty Series: “Designing Pedagogy That Best Fits Your Class”
Please join us for The Center for Excellence in Learning and Teaching New Faculty Series: “Designing
Pedagogy That Best Fits Your Class” presented by Beth Heavey and Adam Rich. [Read the complete
story]
Community Conversation with Sady Fischer: Taking the Unconscious out of Bias
Please join us Thursday, Sept. 28, 3:30 – 5 pm in Eagle’s Lookout for "Taking the Unconscious out of
Bias: Raising Consciousness of our own Biases in Order to Create Change" [Read the complete story]
STUDENT NEWS
Study in Australia Information Session
A representative from Southern Cross University will be on campus Thursday, Sept. 28. [Read the
complete story]
New Study Abroad Scholarships Available!
As a IIE Generation Study Abroad partner, Brockport students are eligible to apply for a $2,000 travel
grant. [Read the complete story]
FACULTY/STAFF NEWS
Brockport at ImageOut
Come join the LGBTQIA+ Faculty/Staff Resource Group for two films+ coffee at ImageOut, Saturday,
October 7, 11:30 am-3:30 pm (Dryden Theater) [Read the complete story]
UUP Academics Meetings TOMORROW & WEDNESDAY
Its time for the next set of UUP Academics Meetings. Including a visit from Jamie Dangler, our
statewide VP for Academics. [Read the complete story]
The Daily Eagle is emailed Monday through Friday to The College at Brockport Faculty and Staff. For
today's complete issue on the web, please visit http://www.brockport.edu/daily_eagle/
